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When students and faculty returned to Rose-
Hulman in the fall of 1983 they found Olin Hall 
was virtually completed, marking the beginning of 
a new era of educational facilities for Rose. 
The new building, which had cost $4.75 million 
to build, was dedicated on Saturday, October 22, 
1983. 
The new building houses classrooms and labora-
tories for chemical engineering, civil engineering, 
and the life sciences. The laboratory space in Olin 
Hall at least doubles and in some instances triples 
the space formerly allocated for chemical engi-
neering, civil engineering and life sciences. 
"These modern laboratories and state-of-the-art 
equipment have permitted us to improve the 
hands-on type of education for which Rose is not-
ed," commented Sam Hite, chairman of chemical 
engineering. " We have been able to utilize the 
space and create three new laboratories - the 
computer lab, a special projects lab in its forma-
tive stages, and the polymers lab." Hite also said 
that when the high bay area is completed it will 
contain five columns (three for distillation and one 
each for extraction and absorption). 
The move from Moench Hall and a small 
portion of the Rotz laboratory has allowed civil 
engineering to expand its soils, asphalt, concrete, 
strength of materials , structures , and 
environmental engineering laboratories. "This fa-
cility is outstanding," stated Dr. James McKinney, 
chairman of civil engineering. " It gives us a unique 
identity and has brought us together. We are 
pleased to be selected as a part of this program." 
Perhaps the most dramatic improvement was 
made in the life sciences area. Once located in the 
dungeons of Moench Hall, the life sciences labora-
tories are located along the front of Olin in the 
lower level. The new laboratory area should make 
Rose-Hulman more attractive to those students 
who would like to use an engineering 
undergraduate background for entry into medical 
school or related fields. 
The cost of the new building was underwritten 
by the Olin Foundation, which provided for the 
design, construction, fixed equipment and furnish-
ings for the 52,000 square foot structure. Estab-
lished in 1938 by the late chemical manufacturer, 
Frank~n W . Olin, the Olin Foundation's purpose is 
primarily for constructing and equipping new aca-
demic buildings at private colleges and universities. 
The Foundation has provided grants to private in-
stitutions in excess of $100 million. 
President Sam Hulbert pointed out that, "The 
announcement in September 1981 that 
Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology had been se-
lected for an Olin-funded building was tantamount 
to receiving the 'Good-Housekeeping Seal of Ap-
proval' for quality higher education." 
9 
Phil Brown and 
'58 T earn Honored 
10 
A celebration commemorating the 
25th anniversary of Rose-Hulman's last 
undefeated football team from 1958 
was held on campus on Saturday, 
October 22. Eighteen members of the 
team, including head coach Phil Brown 
and star running back Dr. Carl 'Rocky' 
Herakovich, attended the ceremonies. 
Highlights of the celebration included 
a pep talk by Coach Brown to the 
1983 Engineer squad on Friday after-
noon, the introduction of the squad 
members at half time of the 
Rose-Hulman vs. Centre College game 
on Saturday afternoon and a 
post-game dinner for the squad Satur-
day evening in the Hulman Union. 
" I had fellows that never knew 
when to quit, win, lose, or draw; and I 
had fellows that could play for and 
with each other ," said Brown, 
explaining to the current Engineer 
squad why his '58 team succeeded. 
" With those ingredients you're bound 
to come out on top. So make all of us 
proud of you tomorrow and play your 
hearts out." 
Coach Brown ended his pep talk 
with a poem he said he used to recite 
to the team. He must have said the 
right words as the '83 Engineers 
blanked Centre College 10-0 the fol-
lowing afternoon on a damp and mud-
dy field. Afterwards the squad present-
ed Brown the game ball. 
Rose-Hulman, known then as Rose 
Polytechnic Institute, went 8-0 in 1958 
and won the Prairie Conference Cham-
pionship. It was the school's first unde-
feated squad since 1941 and it won 15 
straight games from 1957-58 to set a 
new school standard. 
The season was the last that Brown 
coached the Engineers. He guided the 
team for 30 years and became known 
as " Mr . Football at Rose Poly ." 
Rose-Hulman dedicated its football field 
in honor of Brown in 1969. 
Above: Phil Brown caught in a very enviable po-
sition. 
Left: Phil Brown and Dr. Carl 'Rocky' 
Herakovich, star running back of the '58 team 
Below: Phil Brown and 'Rosie.' 
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Hadley Hall, the other new building 
on campus this year, was dedicated on 
May 25, 1984, during Commencement 
Weekend . Hadley Hall houses the 
offices of the president, the vice presi-
dent for academic affairs and his staff, 
and the vice president for student 
affairs and his staff. It also serves as the 
new gateway to the Rose-Hulman 
campus. 
The building, named in honor of 
George and Mary Alice Hadley, was 
made possible largely through a gift of 
several parcels of land from George 
Hadley, a 1929 graduate of 
Rose-Hui man. 
Hadley Hall will also serve as a link 
between the newly-constructed Olin 
Hall and the 62-year old Moench Hall. 
It will also serve as the new home for a 
collection of over 300 original Mary Al-
ice Hadley pottery pieces which has 
been donated to Rose-Hulman. 
Hadley Pottery, known for its unique 
design , quality and reputation of 
product line, was founded by the late 
Mrs. Hadley in 1940. Four years later 
she was joined by her engineer-hus-
band whom she had met while she 
was a student at DePauw University 





Homecoming at Rose-Hulman means different 
things to different people. For alumni it provides 
the opportunity to share some good times with 
friends from their college days . . . be it three 
months or 70 plus years removed . For students it 
is a time to build the bonfire, paint Rosie, plan and 
execute fraternity open houses and show alumni 
that many of the traditions which were common 
during their student days are still a part of the 
Rose-Hulman scene. 
Fifty-six of the approximately 300 living alumni 
who graduated from Rose 50 or more years ago 
were on hand for the annual Fifty-Plus Club 
banquet - the largest attendance in the 15 years 
of this special event at homecoming. Dr. Herman 
A. Moench served as master of ceremonies at this 
event. 
Students and alumni filled the fieldhouse for Fri-
day evening's pep rally . The highlight of this event 
came when President Sam Hulbert crowned Bobbi 
Jo Pfaff, an Indiana State University sophomore 
from Logansport, as Homecoming queen. She re-
presented Delta Sigma Phi. Her court was com-
prised of Jennifer Sandlin, Lisa Lockman, Lianna 
Gillespie, and Leslie Reed . 
Friday night's festivities were capped off with 
the bonfire. The class of 1987 continued the annu-
al tradition with an outhouse resting on top of 87 
tiers of railroad ties. As usual, the freshmen were 
hindered by some enthusiastic sophomores. 
Rosie was inactive during most of Saturday's 
football game between Rose and Earlham. She 
made one lap around the track late in the contest 
as the Engineers fell into the hands of a strong 
Quaker team 17-8. However, the traditional hap-
py hour following the game helped maintain good 
spirits as the seniors and alumni joined in the 
fieldhouse for a few rounds. 
Later, that evening, the Student Activities Board 
presented Gary U.S. Bonds for the annual home-
coming concert. The lack of attendance at the 
event evoked a re-examination of future concerts. 
Other homecoming activities included golf and 
tennis outings . The Rose-Hulman Wives Club 
hosted alumni wives in a tour of the home and 
studio of local watercolor artist D . Omer " Salty" 
Seamon. Some of the younger alumni also partici-
pated in exhibition games against the jayvees in 
soccer and baseball. The alumni prevailed in soc-
cer, but lost in the last inning in baseball. 
Top: Rosie and the freshmen remained fairly in-
active during the homecoming game. 
Left: Ben Elliot (Class of '10) and Herman 
Moench (Class of '29) reminisce about Rose 
Poly. 
Below Left: "Is this enough? Probably not, 
they're Rose students!" 
Below Right: That's okay Stu, I remember when 
I had my first beer! 
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Above: The freshman bonfire was once again a 
success, despite the valiant efforts of the soph-
omore class. 
Above Right: " Did anyone remember to bring 
the marshmallows?" 
Right: The bonfire transformed night into day. 
left: 1983 Homecoming Queen Bobbi 
Pfaff 
Directly Below: Jennifer Sandlin and 
Nick Neargarder 
Far Below: Lianna Gillespie and Gary 
Klimek 
Below left: Lisa Lockman and Troy 
Uahinui 
Far Below Left: Leslie Reed and 
Mathew Hardman 
17 
Parents' Day '84 
The Rose Show, held in conjunction 
with Rose-Hulman's annual Parents' 
Day, is an opportunity for parents and 
guests to view various projects stu-
dents are working on in their classes. 
The Chemical Engineering Depart-
ment took first place in this year's Rose 
Show competition . Electrical Engineer-
ing followed with second and Civil En-
gineering was third. 
Some of the projects featured in this 
year ' s show included colorless 
" Kool-Aid" and a computer controlled 
lemonade mixer designed by the 
Chemical Engineers. The Electrical Engi-
neers demonstrated a solar tracker and 
a computer controlled slot car track. 
The bridge breaking contest was spon-
sored by the Civil Engineering Depart-
ment along with the ribbon cutting 
ceremony of their new pedestrian 
footbridge connecting the upperclass 
parking lot with the athletic fields. The 
Civil Engineers also exhibited their con-
crete canoe. 
Above: Mark Federle prepares to break in 
seconds what took hours to build. 
Left: The ribbon cutting ceremonies for the 
pedestrian bridge, which was built by the senior 
civil engineers. 
Opposite Page Top: Greg Welte explains a 
cooling tower to interested parents. 
Opposite Page Middle: Jack and Janet Newman 
(left) and Bill and Liz Thornton (right) of the 
Parents' Association listen as an EE student ex-
plains what he's done. 
Opposite Page Bottom: Andy Bolda and a 
friend pilot Civil Engineering's concrete canoe. 
litter that evening. Rose-Hulman honored students and alumni 
ilt 11s annual honors and awards program. Recipients of the 
ilwards were as follows: 
Carl Wischmeyer Award (top grade point average after junior 
}filr)-David I. Patterson. 
Paul N. Bogart Prize (top grade point average after sophomore 
year)-Paul I. Barloon and Bryan I. Harmon. 
Hemrnway BronLe Medal (top grade point average after fresh-
miln }ear)- Byron D Bishop, Bruce Carpenter. Roger A David-
'°°· and Greg W. Hottman. 
Theodore Paine Palmer Award (outslanding freshman math-
ematics student(s))- Erich I. Friedman and Daniel W . lohnson. 
Certificates of Merit in Mathematics - Mark I. Beitz, Paul J. Bar-
loon. Gary W. Martin, Franz A. lieder, Maximino R. Pabia, Paul D. 
Sch.iub, Michael I. Bryan, and Baron G. Gemmer. 
The Cummins Engine Company, Inc. Award (outstanding en-
IOI' mechanical engineering major)- David J. Patterson 
The Mueller Company Award (outstanding junior mechanical 
engineering major)- James P. Grimshaw. 
The Edward A. Maclean Award (excellence in mechanics cour-
ses)-larry M . ugent. 
Wall Street Journal Award (outstanding achievement in eco-
nomJCS courses)- Richard Deitch. II. 
lohn G e.el Economics Award (outstanding economics student) 
-Michael l. Hatfiekl. 
The Frances Sanders Memorial Oberlandler Scholarship- lohn 
H Rohlfing. 
Harry S. Truman Scholarship Nominee- Robert L. Wilkins. 
Electrical Engineering Sophomore of the Year Award-Baron G. 
Gemmer. 
IEEE Outstanding Member Award -Patrick D. Meharry. 
Clarence C. Knipmeyer Award (oulSlanding junior electrical en-
grleering major)- Brian C. Myers. 
The Shelton Hannig Award (outstanding senior civil engineering 
maio<)- K. Darin Emberton. 
American Society of Civil Engineers Alumni Award-Brian L. 
WMri. 
Indiana Section ASCE Outstanding Student Award-Kevin H. 
Forbes and Michael L. Hines. 
Gvd Engineering Faculty Award - Charles D. Smith. 
American Institute of Chemical Engineers Award (top grade 
pomt average among junior chemical engineering majors)- Tho-
nldS A. Slater. 
Omega Chi Epsilon Award (outstanding service to the chemical 
engineering department)-Gregory C. Welte. 
The Eli Lilly and Company Award (outstanding junior chemical 
engineering student)- Bret A. Small. 
The Pfizer, Inc. , Award (outs1anding senior chemical engineer-
~g rnaior)- Rodney D. Braun. 
John W. Rhee Award (outstanding senior physi s major)- Eric 
R Murray. 
C Leroy Mason Award (outstanding sophomore physics stu-
dent)-Dav1d B. Rich. 
Computer Physics Contest (campus-wide competitk>n)- Chris-
topher Anderson. 
Outstanding Freshman Chemi try Student , 1982-83-Daniel R. 
Crane 
The Coblentz Society Award (excellence in spectroscopy) - Eric 
R Murray. 
Undergraduate Award in Analytical Chemistry for 
t'183·84 -Bryan I. Harmon. 
Distinguished Young Alumnus Award-Peter K. Ooenges '69, 



















Commencement Activities. left: President Dr. 
Hulbert and Senior Vice President Dr. Moench 
leads the commencement march. Below: Dr. Den-
nis lewis receives the Dean's Outstanding Teacher 
Award presented by Dr. Eifert, Dean of Faculty. 
Bottom: Ramana Moorthy receives the Moench 
Commendation from Dr . Steinhauser as Dr. 
Moench holds the heirloom clock. 
Above: The graduating class of 1984 prepares for the final few 
minutes at Rose. 
Below: Students patiently wait to hear their names called. Upper 
right: Ted Poulos receives the Royse Award from Dr. Lucas, Dean 
of Students. lower right: David Patterson receives the gold 
Heminway Medal from Dr. Moench. 
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First row, left to right: Steve Proffitt, Guy Hammond, Steve Rugh, Roland Fegan, Jim luckiewicz, Brian Nester, Dave Bramer, Tom Trotman, Dan Kieffner, 
Dan Kilpatrick, David Case, Scott Williams, Jim Cramer, Cliff Carnes and Steve Hazle. Second row: Rob Hanes, Mike McKee, Dean Hill, Brian Ramey, Robert 
Barnes, Randy Cooper, Mall Deuitch, Cary Stokes, Mark Struble, Lyle Kendall, Brian Myers, Kenny Eads, Alan Young, Jay Tl,lrpin, John Yorko, Dean Ferner 
and Tom Neufelder. Third row: Kurt Jones, James lknayan, Greg Duffe, Rob Ewing, Don Steiss, Charles Snyder, Roland Rogers, Kris Bachmann, Fred 
Haislmaier, Mark Houchins, Bob Stally, Greg Jones, Joe Hollkamp, Scott McCan, John Searle, Cam Erekson, Troy Bishop, and Dave Carter. Fourth row: 
Jamshid Nazari, Bill Sales, Scott Nichelson, Dave Fox, Jim Nicholson, Dave Rieger, Ed Sammond, Dave Wildemenn, Ralph Anderson, Jim Jacobs, Ramana 
Moorthy, Ed Roback, Martin Rivers, Brett Hunsaker, Ed Obion, Scott Fennell, Michael White and Jeff Brown. Fifth row: Dennis West, Jerry Genovesi, Greg 
Welte, Brian Matthews, Loren Makus, Todd Acorn, Meredith Vannauker, Chris Anderson, Matt Henne!, Don Akers, John Mitchner, David Steward, Chris 
Flynn, Hugh Thornburgh, Brian lewis, Dave Schaub and David Patterson. Sixth row: Estel Vandergriff, Rick Leonard, Eric Dietz, Brian Drake, Mark Kaiser, 
Mike Hatfield, Brad Brinker, Ed Cook, Brian Wilson, Jeff Kugelman, Mark Podgorski, Jon Wandlow, Don Burdette, Bill Thrasher, Ed Canary, Tony Renschler, 
Fred Rasche and John Sever. Seventh row: Brad Newman, Steve Mauer, Tim Fisher, Dave DelVecchio, Jeff Ball, Rod Schrader, Greg Gibson, Bob Crowell, 
Steve Roetter, Jamie White, Doug Keenan, Joe Kunkel, Dennis Burke, Mark Sieracke, Gerard Tarantino, Brian Bartels, Tim Beer and John Messerschmidt. 
Eighth row: Joe Almon, Dave Renner, Shayne Robins, Ron Savoia, Nick Neargarder, Carlton O'Neal, Harry Flotenmersch, Scott Albertson, Tony Lozier, 
George West, Steve Shannon, Dave Titzer, Rick Doss, Mark Armstrong, Dale Zonaid, Kelly Perdue, Marcelo Copa! and Brian Elliott. Ninth row: Mike 
Trench, Curtiss White, Gary Klimer, Gregg Lowe, Mike Nemeth, Andy Ringwald, Joe Podolski, Steve Pettit, Richard French, Brian Kelly, Lyman Busard, Fred 
Beerwart, Rod Braun, Tony Koopman, Pat Mehardy and Darren Emberton. Tenth row: Eric Carlsgaurd, Tom Eidenschink, Micky Hines, Dave Danner, Dave 
Workman, Terry Fountain, Truong Ly, Chris Frank, Eric Lucas, Scott Kelly, Mike Skelton, Phil Shook, Tom Telford, Rich Massey, Rob Gollon and Doug 
Carlton. Eleventh row: Keith Kemp, Tom Tillery, Brett Walls, Jim Francisco, Alan Hippleheuser, Roger Berkowitz, Don Barclay, Tony Tenison, Greg 
Sandberg, Steve Searl, Mark Saltsgaver, Dale Bennett, Stu Guinther, Chris Marsolf, Frank Meyer, Pat O'Conner and Guy McCulloch. Twelfth row: Bob 
Luking, Brent Mewhinney, Ted Poulos, Eric Murray, Brain Stuart, Mark Beitz, Mark Tate, Rick King, Bob Anderson, Mark lee, John Bingle (holding picture of 
Jack Payonk, not pictured), Drew Yuhas, Tim Strange, David Fisher, Greg Fawley, Harry Makridakis, Dan Dillon and Doug Carlton. Thirteenth row: Greg 
lnderhees, Jonathan Richardson, Bill Arnold, Dave Yates, Charles Wilson, Jeff Taylor, Eddie McCullough, Mark Flaherty, Bobby Waters, Mitch Edwards, 
Gerard Rinck, Bill Martini, Ed Schafer, Jeff Page, Clark Fischbach, Vin Vena, Chuck Newton, and Jerry Payonk. Fourteenth row: Dennis Kaminski, Chuck 
Moss, Todd Kuhse, Rob Schmidlin, Tim Guetersloh, Gerald Tolan, Mark Fredericks, Jay Hoover, Bob Techentin, Allen Martin, William Flight, Vic Hasler, 






























Jerry A. Caskey 
Warren W. Bowden 




Noel E. Moore 



































Edward A. Mottel Theodore K. Sakano 
Dennis A. Lewis Frank A. Guthrie 
Benjamin S. Benjaminov 
~-- ~· r • 1 I _\ 
-~-~-· 
Glenn Baca 
Bruce D. Allison 





























Daryl L. Logan Martin J. Thomas 
James L. McKinney Cecil T. Lobo 


































Darrell E. Criss 
Cary Laxer Dale Oexmann 
Bruce A. Black John H. Derry Keith E. Hoover 
Barry J. Farbrother Henry J. Winton 













































Buck F. Brown David R. Vollmer 
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Patrick D. Brophy, Psychology 
Maureen T. Krause, German 
Peter F.H. Priest, Russian 
William B. Pickett, History 
Hannelore N. Lehr, German 
I 
Patricia A. Carlson, American Literature Bruce K. Johnson, Economics 
Calvin R. Dyer, English Wilford P. Straiten, Life Science 
Peter F. Parshall, Comparative Literature 
























John J. Kinney 
Constant J. Goutziers 
Alfred R. Schmidt Ralph P. Grimaldi 
G. Elton Graves 
Roger G. Lautzenheiser Gary I. Sherman Robert H. Pervine 



































Donald C. Chiang 
-· Leland K. Shirley William G. Ovens, Jr. 
George R. Batta C. Mallory North 
l. Wayne Sanders 
C.O. Smith Donald G. Morin 







































CPT. Steven N. Sims CPT. James S. Hocker 
MAJ. Roger F. Casale CPT. Paul B. Patrick 
MAJ. Jerrold Y. Tsuneta 

























Wilkison W. Meeks Paul R. Mason 
Brij M. Khorana Granvil C. Kyker, Jr. 
Michael F. Mcinerney 
Robert M . Bunch 


























The Student Government' Associ-
ation, under the leadership of the 
president of the student body, exer-
cises general control over clubs and or-
ganizations receiving S.G.A. funds. The 
Congress is composed of elected re-
presentatives from various living units. 
The Student Court, together with the 
Congress and the Executive Branch, 
furnishes a complete student 
government. 
SGA 
Row 1: Jim Skinner, John Rumberg, Darin Moody, Rob Werner, Jeff Westergreen, Dan Kieffner, John 
Rhoades, Geoff Lange, Brad Brinker, Mike Steele, Tim Eubank. Row 2: Tom Sliwa, Glenn Boyd, Jorge 
labote, Mike Mart, Scott Oblander, John Weis, Mark Callahan, Sean Maher, Derin Bluhm, Adam Bliver, 
Ted Poulos, Doug Byrer, John Trever. Row 3: Damon Richards, Drew Kamick, Mike Knecht, Barry 
Peterson, Travis Stedut, Mitch Day, Dale Schnarr, Larry Johns, Pat Meharry, Darrin Davidson, Bill Lorenz, 
Thomas Heikler. 
BLUE KEY 
The Blue Key Honor Fraternity seeks 
to foster "an ambition for intellectual 
attainment and a desire to serve col-
lege and fellows." The motto of Blue 
Key is "Serving, I Live." The activities 
of Blue Key include: the Homecoming 
Pep Rally, Homecoming Queen 
Contest", sponsorship of Parents' Day, 
The Rose Show, and student-faculty 
discussions. 
Seated (l to R): Geoff Lange, John Weis, 
Doug Byrer, John Rohlfing, Tim Marquart. 
Standing (l lo R): Kyle Farmer, Pete 
Bolakowski, Brett Small, Garth Ash, Greg 
Chapman, Greg Sharp, Ramana Moorthy, 
Todd Crayton, Ted Poulos. 
RHA 
The Residence Hall Association co-
ordinates the activities of the residence 
halls. The RHA has representation from 
each hall. Some of their annual activit-
ies include the film series, all night mov-
ie specials, homecoming dance, dessert 
theatre and various trips. 
front (L to R): Phil Shook, Dan Kieffner, Garth Ash. Back (L to R): Pete Gustafson, Dan Kilpatrick, Chuck 
Smith, Matt Maher, Sean Maher, Vince Vena, Richard Allman, Eric Christenson, Jim Kweeder. 
SAB 
A branch of the Student 
Government Association, the SAB is a 
vital part of student affairs in that this 
group is responsible for planning, co-
ordinating, and implementing a wide 
variety of events and activities of inter-
est to all students of the Institute. Con-
vocations, coffeehouse performances, 
dances and special events such as the 
homecoming concert are within the 
domain of this important group. 
Seated: Steve Rugh. Standing (L to R): T.J. Kackowski, Dave Cramer, Mike Mart, John Rohlfing, Jeff 
Scott, Phil Shook, Judson De Vore, Bryan Meyers, Lance Mendenhall, David Strelow, John T. Thaler, 




The purpose of the organization is 
to provide the student with an organi-
zation through which he may gain a 
better understanding of real world en-
gineering and begin to participate in 
activities related to engineering. In ad-
dition, the A.5.M.E. provides the M.E. 
department with a student organization 
through which it may plan and imple-
ment various extracurricular programs. 
Row One: Les Duellman, Dean Hill, Robert Fessenden, Fred Cork, Dr. Charles Smith. Row Two: Brian 
Cavagnini, Duane Buenig, Greg Duffey, Darrin Davidson, Sean Maher, Prof. George Batta, Tom 
Freeman, Dr. Leland Shirley. 
ASCE 
The American Society of Civil Engineers offers 
to all students in the civil curriculum an opportuni-
ty to broaden themselves in their future 
profession. It enables the student to meet with 
practicing engineers in the area, thereby allowing 
them to come in contact with professional ethics 
and attitudes. The A.5.C.E. sponsors field trips, 
contests and movies of current civil engineering 
projects, in order to relate the theory of the class-
room to the practicality of the real world. The A.S. 
C.E. is a big step toward becoming a professional 
engineer. 
Row One: Brian Wilson, Scott Tradup, John Dufek, Pat 
Mueller. Row Two: Kevin Forbes, Dick Weigel, Mark Federty, 
Curt Harvey. Row Three: Don Humphrey, Gene Le'Boeuf. 
Row Four: Bill Pine, Ron Webb, Curtis White, Chris Zickmund, 
Paul Vaughn, Alan Ehler. Row Five: Steve Tettit, Ro)'. 
Carlsgaard, Gerard Tarantino. Row Six: unidentified, unidenti-
fied, Don Childress, Walter Rosenberger, Dave Reinhold. Row 
Seven: Mark Sieracke, Michael Hines, Kelly Emberton, Dr. 
Cecil Lobo. 
Omega Chi Epsilon 
Pi Tau Sigma 
Row One: Mitch Edwards, John Bingle, Dan Burch, Keith Heflin, Brian Dawson, Les Duellmann, Dave 
Patterson, John Perkins, Doug Carlton, unidentified, Dr. Hopper, Dr. Don Dekker. Row Two: Mark Lee, 
unidentified, Kerry Lighty, Dave Wildeman, unidentified, Greg Anderson, Dave Carter, Bob Anderson, 
Dave Booer, Al Carty, Jeff Moore, Mark Muddiman, Eric Rosenberger, Rick Stamper, Larry Nugent, Jon 
Knoch. 
In 1969 a chapter of Omega Chi 
Epsilon, a national honorary fraternity 
for Chemical Engineers, was chartered 
at Rose-Hulman. 
Row One: Bill Sales, Peter Dodge, Bryan Mat-
thews, Greg llich, Dr. Warren Bowden, Brad 
Elliott. Row Two: Dave Bramer, Greg Chapman, 
Scott Fennell, Greg Welte, Brian Ramey, Jerry 
Genovesi, Jim Nicholson. 
Pi Tau Sigma is the national 
mechanical engineering honorary 
whose purpose is to honor Junior and 
Senior mechanical engineers and 
provide service to the school. 
Members of Pi Tau Sigma are involved 
in Senior " Engineer in Training" exam 
help sessions, the design contest for 








Activities of the Rose-Hulman Astronomical Society include visual and photograph-
ic observations utilizing two fine instruments. An eight-inch telescope is housed in 
the observatory and is an excellent instrument for planetary and lunar observations. 
The 12.5-inch Newtonian reflector is housed in the Lynn Reeder Laboratory and is 
more suitable for observing star clusters and nebulae. The society's function is to 
make constructive use of the facilities and promote interest in astronomy and 
related sciences at Rose-Hulman. 
The physics club seeks to 
supplement classroom instruction and 
research and to serve as a vehicle of 
communication between physics stu· 
dents and the faculty. The club spon-
sors seminars, organizes field trips, 
shows films and publishes an annual 
journal. 
Front: Bob Patti, James Blair, Rodney Roberts, 
Tim Bratcher, Back: Dr. Don Hutter, unidenti-
fied, Tom Maicher, Keith Collier, Chris Ander-
son, Kevin Simmers, Dan Huedepohl. 
Pi Mu Epsilon 
... t -· 
left to Right: Dr. Elton Graves, Max Pabia, Gary Martin, Joe Edwards, David Goy, David Patterson, Chris 
Marsolf, Mike Mart, Mike Bryan, Paul Barloon, Baron Gemmer, Eric Murray, Mike Walden, Alan Young. 
IEEE 
Pi Mu Epsilon is the national honor-
ary mathematics fraternity whose 
purpose is the promotion of scholarly 
activities among students in academic 
institutions. Activities of Pi Mu Epsilon 
include films, the Spring Softball game, 
and a banquet. 
The purpose of l.E.E .E. is the ad-
vancement of the theory and practice 
of electrical engineering, electronics 
and allied fields of science and engi-
neering. In pursuit of this stated objec-
tive, the local branch presents a well-
balanced program, consisting of 
demonstrations and lectures by promi-
nent men in the industry and from oth-
er institutions, field trips and plant in-
spections, .student seminars and 





The men of WMHD are completely 
responsible for the continuous oper-
ation of the Rose-Hulman radio station. 
We broadcast 150 watts (erp) at 90.5 
MHz and our facilities are located in 
the basement of BSB hall. Numerous 
opportunities are available for the en-
ergetic student: studio recording, live 
recording/ PA, production of recorded 
programs, software construction and 
maintenance, studio construction and 
maintenance, all facets of news / 
sports/ current events reporting, not to 
mention being a disc jockey and 
playing the best music in Terre Haute. 
Executive Board-Front: Scott Sizemore (Operations Director). Back (l to R): Paul 
Skarpness (Program Director), Scott Oblander (Production Director), Mike Buccieri 
(Chief Engineer), Muke Solanki (General Manager), Rob Werner (Personnel Direc-
tor). 
THORN 
The THORN is the weekly newspa-
per of Rose-Hulman. The THORN af-
fords the student an opportunity to ex-
press his thoughts, ideas, and criticisms 
on all aspects of student life. Approxi-
mately twenty-eight issues are pub-
lished each academic year (one each 
week). In addition, the THORN sends 
representatives to the Indiana Colle-
giate Press Association Conference and 
has an annual awards dinner. 
left to Right: Bill Lorenz, Bob Goldring, Jim Grimshaw, Brian Evans, Joel Schneider, Mike Daniels, Scott 
Haney, John Rohlfing, Chuck Cooley, Mike Walden, Bob Peacock, Tom Vorjahan, Susan Niebitchski, 
Geoff Lange, John Rumberg, Dave Strelow, Alan Hipplehauser, David Piker, John Harris. 
Alpha Phi Omega 
Front (l to R): Greg Chapman, Garth Ash, Scott Oblander, Mike Mathes. Middle (L to R): Scott Bond, 
Carl Regenauer, Paul Siebels, Larry Romine, Greg Sharp, Dan Dillon, Bret Schumann, Mike McDaniels, 
Matt Maher. Back (L to R): Barry Peterson, Jim Oswald, Tim Snyder, Tom Zendzian, Kevin Donovan, 
Loren Cook, Phil Shook, Chris Wernimont, Sean Maher, Jeff Jorgenson. 
Rose 
Rifles 
The Rose Rifles is a volunteer military 
drill team. The members are trained to 
execute intricate close-order drill for 
ceremonies, parades, and drill exhibi-
tions and meets. Rose Rifles provides 
another opportunity for inter-collegiate 
competition. Since Rose Rifles is a club 
it is not necessary to be ROTC. Rose 
The Tau lambda Chapter of Alpha 
Phi Omega was originally chartered at 
Rose-Hulman in 1968. Alpha Phi Ome-
ga is a national service fraternity based 
upon the principles of leadership, 
friendship, and service. Alphi Phi Ome-
ga conducts service projects on cam-
pus and in the community. These pro-
jects have included: conducting a work 
day at Camp Wildwood, cleaning at 
the Hamilton Center, cleaning Speed 
beach, running Lost and Found, and 
building the steps behind Crapo Hall. 
Rifles attends three to six drill meets in-
cluding Purdue, Northwestern, Eastern 
Kentucky University, and University of 
Illinois. It also attends the l.S.U. Home-
coming Parade as well as several other 
parades and Parents' Day at Rose-Hui-
man. 
Row One: Mike Mathes, Steve Hazle, John 
Sowers, Jeff Wright. Row Two: Jim Oswald, 
Chuck Miller, Royce Qualls, Pete Bolakowski. 
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Left to Right: Bob Patti, Brian Stuart, Bruce Mueller, Derk Anderson, Norman Lesh. 
Camera 
Club 
The purpose of the camera club is to 
serve the photographic needs of its 
members. A well-equipped darkroom 
is available. The camera club activities 
include photo workshops and the Rare 
Rose Retrospect (art display). 
Rose-Tech Radio Club 
The Rose-Tech Radio Club is an or-
ganization for those interested in the 
hobby of Amateur Radio. The club 
boasts a 2,000-watt shortwave station 
The Rose-Tech Radio Club had an active, re-
warding year. Left to Right: Eric Christenson, 
Mike Nemeth, Dave Evans, Dr. Moench, Loren 
Cook, Bruce Mueller, Bill Allsop, Steve Alford, 
Doug Pollock. 
capable of reaching anywhere in the 
world. Other equipment includes an 
all-mode two-meter UHF system, a ra-
dio-teletype system, and equipment to 
use amateur radio satellites. The club 
also offers classes in Morse code and 
radio theory to help students obtain 
"ham" licenses. 
The Rose-Hulman band provides an opportunity 
for students to continue to pursue fulfillment 
through musical perfonnance. The pep band 
Drama 
Club 
The Drama Club exists to give Rose 
students the opportunity to be in-
volved with the performing arts. The 
Club presents a drama in fall and a mu-
perfonns at all home (and several away) basket-
ball and football games. The jazz band per-
forms at area schoolA nd jazz festivals. 
sical in spring. In addition, the drama 
club offers student plays and skits, par-
ties and picnics. 
Band 
Row One: Peter Dodge, Les Haman, Phil 
Moore, Dallas Peak, Scott Brady. Row Two: 
Mike Hawkey, Kevin Forbes, David Nearpass, 
Mark Conrad, Rich Massey. Row Three: (sitting), 
Barry Shook, Scott Crockett, (standing), Richard 






The flying club was formed in early 
1975 to promote aviation on the cam-
pus. Presently the club conducts a free 
ground school and offers flight instruc-
tion at a reduced cost at a nearby air-
port. 
· Left to Right: Jim Oswald, John Meschberger, 
John Lueken, Ken Bergman, Greg Chapman. 
Rose Bike Club 
Left to Right: Kelly Black, Kenny Morand, John Hoffman, Joe Vinocur, Dr. Elton Graves, Andy Edelbrock, 
Scott Bond, Lowell Anderson, Dave Schaub. 
The purpose of the Bike Club is to 
promote safe bicycling, physical fitness, 
and to make bicycle maintenance 
equipment available to the Rose com-
munity. 
RCF 
The purpose of Rose Christian Fel-
lowship is three-fold : (1) Evange-
lism - to lead others to personal faith in 
Christ as Lord and Savior; (2) Disciple-
ship - to help Christians grow toward 
maturity: (3) Missions - to present the 
call of God to the worldwide mission 
of the Church. R.C.F. begins each year 
with a recreational bonfire . Action 
groups are organized in each hall and 
meet regularly . Daily prayer meetings 
and chapter meetings provide the core 
of large group fellowship. 
Chess Club 
The Chess Club exists to promote in-
terest in the game of chess and to pro-
vide an opportunity for organized 
competition. The club owns an exten-
sive library of chess books, pamphlets, 
and cyber computer chess packets. 
The Chess Club sponsors the Rose In-
tercollegiate Chess Tournament, annual 
club championship, and the annual 
Patzer (beginner's) tournament. 
Sitting (L to R): Chris Wernimont, Andy Bolda. 
Standing (L to R): Ray Uehara, Erich Friedman, 





The Rose Orienteering Club exists to 
promote orienteering. The club at-
tempts to participate in as many meets 
as possible each year and to host se-
veral local and regional meets. The 
Orienteering Club participates in three 
of four 'A' class meets, four or five 'B' 
class meets, and hosts one or two 'B' 
class meets each year ('B' class is a re-
gional meet). Orienteering is a unique 
outdoor sport in which you use a high-
ly detalied map of a wooded area and 
a cqmpass to find "control points" 
which are marked on the map. 
Left to Right: Doug Pollock, unidentified, Jeff Taylor, Steve Stier, Kris Bachmann, John Vierow, unidenti-
fied, unidentified. 
T ae Kwon Do Club 
.. The purpose of the Tae Kwon Do 
club is to promote the Martial Art of 
Tae Kwon Do, and to give Rose stu-
dents the opportunity to develop their 
interest in the Martial Arts and to 
achieve official ranking in a recognized 
style of Martial Arts. Tae Kwon Do is a 
Korean style of Karate. The club works 
out three times a week. The club's pre-
sent instructor, David A. Demeter, 
holds the rank of 2nd degree Black belt 
in Sang Mu Kwan Tae Kwon Do and is 
certified by the Masters Martial Arts 
Alliance. Promotion tests for the club 
members are conducted in coopera-
tion with the MMAA. 
Left to Right: Steve Alford, Joe Talafous, Dave 
Demeter, John Rumberg, David Yates. 
Seated: Charles Wilson. Standing (l to R): Steve Alford, Mario Nigrovic, Brian Stuart, Dan Johnson, Jeff 
Taylor, Lee Gray. 
RHRA 
The Racing Association allows stu-
dents to examine the high performance 
aspects of automobiles - engine build-
ing, testing, and racing. This past year 
RHRA became a student branch of the 
Society of Automotive Engineers. The 
members built two "mini-baja" vehi-
MUG 
MUG is Micro-computer Users Group. It is com-
posed of students who are interested in the con-
struction and use of various micro-computers. 
des of SAE sponsored mini-baja races. 
At the midwest race, Rose won the de-
sign portion of the race. The RHRA 
also sponsored two road rallies, one 
during Homecoming, and the other 
during spring quarter. 
Left to Right: Darrell H.;ancock Jr., Ed Olin, Franz Lieder, Mark Muddirmn, Dave Patterson, John Christos, Phil Zook, Pat Wildeman, Or. Wayne Sanders, 




left to Right: Ted Poulos, Mark Bailey, Brett Small, Dean Cowling, Joe Weist, Bill Childress, Bill Seyfried, 
Tom Tretter. 
Fencing Club 
The Fencing Club was active in maintaining its 
athletic thrust for Rose-Hulman. 
Honor Key 
Front (L to R): R. Daniel Harrison, Joel Schneider, John Rhoades, Sean Maher, Dave Patterson, Drew Yuhas, Steve Proffit, Ron Bender. Back (L to R): Jim 









Gridders Tie for Title 
1983 Football Record 
Rose-Hui man Opponent 
26 Fisk 10 
20 Illinois College 0 
20 Hanover 24 
7 DePauw 28 
34 Principia 6 
8 Earlham 17 
0 Wabash 14 
10 Centre 0 
44 Sewanee 21 
7 Southwestern 10 
17 Washington University 0 
Far Left: All-American running back Rod Schrader blasts through a hole en route to the end zone. 
68 
Above: Quarterback Duncan Gilmore (5) re-
leases a pass as Rod Schrader (26) stands guard. 
Coach Bob Thompson' s Engineer 
football team ended the season in a tie 
for first place in the CAC with Centre 
College. The team amassed a mediocre 
overall record of 6-5, but more impor-
tantly sustained only one loss against 
conference foes compared to four vic-
tories. It was the fifth winning season in 
the past six years for the football 
program. Outstanding individuals on 
the team included Junior Linebacker 
Jack Grote, who not only earned 
All-CAC honors for the second year in 
a row, but also gained a position on 
the District 4 College Division Aca-
demic All-American football team. Rod 
Schrader, a Senior tailback, also earned 
All-CAC honors and rushed for over 
1,000 yards for the second consecutive 
season, the first rusher in Rose history 
to do so. 
Rose placed a total of 7 players on 
the All-CAC roster, plus an additional 6 
on the honorable mention list. At the 
annual Fall sports banquet, the · MVP 
award went to Schrader and the out-
standing freshman award went to 
Bruce Fenimore. 
The season was marked by disap-
pointments as most of the games lost 
were close enough that Rose could 
have won with a few breaks. The 
game against Wabash was a prime 
example. The final score of 14-0 would 
lead one to believe the game was a 
blowout, but that was not the case. 
Playing on the Little Giants field, the 
Rose defense played an incredible 
game, coming up with big plays time 
after time. The offense looked good 
also when in the middle of the field, 
but once close to the goal things fell 
apart. The ball always came up a few 
inches short of the yardmarker and the 
accidental slips just came at the wrong 
time. Rose came close to scoring on 
several occasions but never could 
punch the ball over the goal line. Thus, 
a game the Engineers probably de-
served to win ended up another tally 
in the loss column. 
The season ended on a high note 
though as Rose shut out Washington 
University 17-0 to wrap up a winning 
record and set the stage for the 1984 
season. Twelve seniors will be lost to 
graduation, of which eight were start-
ers, but Grote and the majority of his 
stingy defense will return as well as 
quarterback Duncan Gilmore to lead 
next year's squad. 
69 
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Head Coach Bob Thompson contemplates strat-
egy while wide receiver Chip Ray (15) waits for 
instructions. Assistant Coaches Comer and 
Dickens join in the decision also. 
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1983 Football-Front: Gregg Lowe, Chris Dezelan, Mark Kaiser, Mike Trench, Shayne Roberts, Dean Hill, Tony Lozier, Rod Schrader, Bryan Nester, Dave 
DelVecchio, Jeff Ball, Ron Savoia. Row 2: Duncan Gilmore, Mike Cain, Dave Beil, John Perkins, Chuck Busenburg, Mike Taylor, Joe Rauch, Mike Patterson, 
Rob Wilson. Row 3: Tony Moshak, Kyle Stanforth, Jeff Greer, Jack Grote, Larry Greene, Rob Gislason, Dennis Wallen, Phil Meiss, Chip Ray, Shannon 
Roberts, Bob Nordyke, Dirk Hall, Mike Harkins, Mark White. Row 4: Mike Ritz, Vern Vannostran, Steve Swanson, Jim Tausch, Paul DePompei, Ken 
Hackman, Matt Leclerc, Paul Romanetz, Scott Pfaff. Row 5: Greg Ottinger, Kevin Kerns, Ed Sahli, Howard Scott, Bruce Fenimore, Jeff Bannister, Steve Ward, 
~andy Hall, Rick Jaslowski, Jay Mills, Don Hirt, Jim Crumley, Gil Keller, Rick Zollar. Row 6: Earl Wiggins, John Kantner, Jack Tubbs, Tim Nale, Bob Grote, 
Wes McKenzie, Grant Sharp, Greg Ankney, Bill Sears, Tim Rauch, Brian Mcleish, Frank Primich, Dave Baden. Row 7: Trainer Til Panaranto, Mgr. Joe Weist, 
Mgr. Andy Wurtz, Asst. Trainer Larry Gruchiek, Asst. Coach Dick Comer, Asst. Coach Randy Dickens, Asst. Coach Dan McGrath, Asst. Coach Pete Varda, 
Asst. Coach Chuck Lindner, Head Coach Bob Thompson. Not Pictured: Keith McConnell. 
Above: Senior Mike Trench (14) makes a sharp 
cut while trying to take advantage of a block 
thrown by Chip Ray (22). Above left: Dave Beil 
shows his disappointment on the sidelines dur-
ing the Homecoming loss to Earlham. Above 
Right: Junior Duncan Gilmore attempts to elude 
an Earlham defender. 
71 
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Soccer T earn Gains Experience 
1983 Soccer Team-Front: Student Asst. Burt Chan, Marcello Copat, Mike Radomski, Pete Soller, Bob Crowell, Jim Pigford, Rob Schmidlin, Matt Hennel, 
Mark Janson, Robert Tang, Adam Dixon, Atilio Carbo. Back: Rich Correll, Gordon Hathaway, Chris McGill, Bob Wright, Mark Whitmore, Thien Nong, Paul 
Price, Scott Tradup, Steve Roetter, Martin Wessler, Jamie Huller, Steve White, Don Burdette, Chris Scheiman, lee Sorrell, Coach Jim Rendel. 
Below: Matt Hennel forces the ball between two defenders. 
The 1983 Soccer team, coached by 
Jim Rendel, hosted the CAC tourna- : 
ment on the Rose campus. The tourna-
ment was a success, although the en-
tire season was somewhat dismal. With 
only two wins in 17 tries, the inexperi-
ence of the Rose team evidenced it-
self. The soccer program at Rose is still 
young and improvement is the goal in 
the mind of the players. Rose remained 
close to the opponent in the majority 
of the games and probably should 
have won a few more games than 
they did , however . Several games 
were decided by goals close to the 
end of the game. Junior Mark Janson, a 
forward, was the only player from the 
squad to be named to the All-CAC 
team. 
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Southwest em 2 
Principia 2 
It 
Runners Finish Second 
1n Conference 
Coach Bill Welch guided his cross country team to a 
second place finish in the CAC during the 1983 season. 
Senior Captain Greg Gibson, voted the Most Outstand-
ing Runner, provided the leadership on this very young 
team. The team consisted of Gibson, the lone senior, 7 
juniors, 3 sophomores, and 7 freshmen. Three Rose 
runners earned All-CAC recognition : Gibson, Junior Kyle 
Hayes, and Freshman Roger Hruskovich. 
The team had a 1-1 record for dual meets, falling to 
rival Wabash but topping Earlham 23-32. Several 
records were set including both the 5 and 7 man total 
team times. Added to the " Top 20 Runners" list were 
Hayes, Dean Kunz, Dennis Dobbs, Roger Hruskovich, 
Tracy Houpt, Bryan Millard, and Scott Orr. Coach 
Welch is looking forward to some very successful 
seasons with the talent he has returning. 
Above Left: Freshman Dean Kunz strides toward the finish line. Left: Keeping 
constant eye on his runners throughout the year is Head Cross Country Coach 
Bill Welch who also serves as assistant track coach during the spring. 
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Cagers Finish With Winning Se~son 
In a season marked by one and two 
point losses at the buzzer, Coach John 
Mutchner' s Engineer basketball team 
still managed to maintain a winning 
record, the tenth con_secutive season 
this has been the case. The final record 
of 14-12 was hardly evidence of the 
caliber of the team that accumulated it 
though. At least nine of the seasons 
games were decided in the final minute 
of the contest, including the most ex-
citing of all, a three overtime loss at 
home to Sewanee. The Rose team al-
ways seemed to be the one on the 
short end when it came to close 
games, losing five games by three 
points or less. 
The preseason forecast was promis-
ing as five senior starters returned in 
the lineup. In the third game of the 
season, however, center Dean Stanley 
tore knee ligaments and was sidelined 
for the season, leaving a large pair of 
sneakers for someone to fill in the mid-
dle of the key. Two freshmen, Jeff Rea 
and Dave Plantz, took turns playing 
center for the remainder of the season 
and gained valuable experience, but 
being natural forwards they were un-
able to totally pick up where Stanley 
left off . This weakness hurt the 
Enginers as the season wore on and 
close, pressure type games became 
the norm. 
The team once again took a tour of 
Europe over the Christmas break , 
playing several exhibition games while 
enjoying the foreign scenery. The trip 
is a mainstay in Mutchner's recruiting 
program. 
Seniors Keith Kemp and Rob Ewing 
made repeat performances as All-CAC 
selections . Kemp led the team in 
rebounding (9.3 rpg) and scoring (15 .2 
ppg). He also scored in double figures 
in 19 games and enjoyed a career high 
of 33 points against rival Wabash at 
home. Ewing averaged 13.4 points per 
game while dishing out 78 assists over 
the course of the season . Other 
leaders were Seniors Lyman " Butch" 
Busard, who led the team in assists, 
and Jeff " Hap" Chandler who played 
consistently well on many occasions. 
The teams performances earned 
Rose a fourth place finish in the confer-
ence standings, somewhat of a 
letdown from previous seasons. Coach 
Mutchner was just glad to see that the 
winning record streak was kept alive 
and looked forward to the rebuilding 
season ahead of him. 
Above: Senior Most Valuable Player Keith Kemp 
puts the brakes on a drive to the hoop. Above 
Right: Freshman David Plantz shoots a jumper 
over an onrushing opponent. 
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1984-85 Basketball Record 
Rose-Hulman Opponent 
57 Principia 42 81 Oakland City 89 
77 N.J. Tech 62 84 Wabash 65 
52 N.Y. Tech 68 60 Centre 73 
88 Utica Tech 71 80 Fisk 81 
72 Greenville 54 64 Depauw 88 
78 Principia 40 83 Fisk 78 
67 MacMurray 53 65 Sewanee 67 
58 Washington 77 69 Centre 72 
84 Olivet Nazarene 77 81 Washington 76 
54 Taylor 75 65 Wabash 71 
78 Wittenberg 72 72 Southwest em 73 
71 Sewanee 76 59 Depauw 63 
73 Southwest em 66 73 Grace 71 
1983-84 Engineers-Front: Jon Homer, Brad Kiess, Scott Williams, Rob Ewing, Lyman Busard, mgr. Buck Klemola. Middle: David Plantz, Curl Wehrley, Marc 
Ruhling, Jeff Chandler, Keith Kemp. Back: Coach John Mutchner, Andy Curosh, Jeff Wheeler, Dean Stanley, Jeff Rea, Brad Bentley. 
Senior Keith Kemp grabs a rebound; Kemp led the 
team in rebounding for the season. 
77 
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1984 Baseball-Front: Alan Snedeker, Dennis Ison, Jay Chow, Larry Fellows, 
Trent Bennett, Gil Keller, Jim Yoakum. Row 2: Mike Trench, Jeff Myers, Chip 
Ray, Rob Wilson, Brent Mewhinney, Grant Sharp, Ron Bender, Jeff Ball, Bri-
an Mcleish. Row 3: Andy Curosh, Scott Lowe, Mitch Cain, Dennis Wallen, 
Mark Kaiser, Dan White, Shawn Kendinger, Tim Rauch. Back: Mgr. Bob 
Osika, Andy Burtner, Bruce Fenimore, Jim Short, Jeff Marlett, Bruce Cluskey, 
John Sever, Andy Jeffers. 
Baseball T earn Garners Third 1n CA C 
The Rose-Hulman baseball team suffered through a season 
of rainouts and poor weather conditions to capture a tie for 
third place at the CAC championships. The overall record ac-
cumulated by Coach Jim Rendel's team was 12-16. The team 
again made its Spring trip south and enjoyed the warmer 
weather while playing non-conference games in several 
southerly states. Senior Jeff Ball was the standout on the 
team, guiding the Engineers from his position at third base. 
Other outstanding players were Seniors Scott Lowe, who 
came back from an ankle injury incurred early on in the sea-
son, and Freshman Bruce Fenimore who pitched a no-hitter 
during the conference championships. 
Junior Tony Moshak; second in the heavyweight division at the NCAA regionals. 
Wrestlers Stymied By Injuries 
The Rose-Hulman wrestling team finished the 1983-84 sea-
son with a dual meet record of 5-11-1 . The record was some-
what a disappointment for Head Coach Dan McGrath, who 
felt had it not been for numerous injuries the team would 
have been the strongest ever at Rose. Injured during the sea-
son were: Freshman Ron Grammas, Junior Al Carty, and 
another Freshman Wes Davis. All three were expected to do 
well over the season and their loss was quite a shock to both 
Coah McGrath and the team as a whole. 
Despite the injuries, Coach McGrath felt the season was a 
success . Commendable individual performmances were 
turned in by Junior Tony Mashak, who finished second at the 
NCAA Regionals, and Freshman Mark Sherbondy who fin-
ished fourth in the 126-pound class at the Regionals. With 
some good Freshmen coming in for the 1984-85 season the 
team definitely promises to be strong and hopefully injuries 
won 't hamper the grapplers next time around. 
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Track T earn Captures 
CAC Title 
Right: Two-time conference javelin champion 
Gerard Tarantino unleashes a throw. Below: Ju-
nior Tom Vanderlaan clears a hurdle during the 
400 meter intermediate hurdle race during the 
conference meet at Centre College. Below 
Right: Senior sprint captain Rod Schrader ex-
plodes out of the blocks at the start of a 400 
meter relay. 
The 1984 track team enjoyed an-
other very successful season, capturing 
the conference team title for the sixth 
year in a row. The team had six dual 
meet wins with only one loss, which 
came to a tough Anderson College 
team at their track by a margin of only 
five points. The highlight of the year 
had to have been the conference 
championships at Centre College of 
Kentucky where the Engineers amassed 
a record 281 team points, outdistanc-
ing the closest team by nearly 180 
points. 
Coach Bob Thompson credited the 
team's strength to the depth possessed 
in each event. A record number of 
men turned out for track and the 
freshman class was unusually talented . 
Besides finishing strong as a team the 
Engineers sported more than a few 
outstanding individual performers. Ju-
nior discus throwers Stacy Himes and 
Marty Jones again qualified for the 
NCAA nationals while Dave Beil and 
Chris Trapp also qualified in the pole 
vault and javelin, respectively . This, 
too, was a record, as no more than 
two Rose athletes had ever qualified in 
one year before. Several school re-
cords fell by the wayside including the 
javelin, discus, and 110 high hurdles re-
cords. Trapp established the javelin re-
cord at 208' 4", Jones threw the discus 
168', and Bill Sears tied Tony Allen's re-
cord for the hurdles at 14.9 seconds. 
Former Rose track standout and 
Olympic decathalon hopeful Tony Al-
len-Cooksey was honored by the en-
tire Rose campus tenth week of third 
quarter, attesting to the strength of the 
track program at Rose-Hulman. 
Above: Freshman Dennis Dobbs (left) beats an 
opponent over a steeple in the grueling steeple 
chase event. 
I 1984 Track Record 
Rose-Hulman Opponent 
111.5 Hanover College 42.5 
99 Wabash College 90 









(9th of 16 teams) 
(6th of 11 teams) 
(6th of 14 teams) 
CAC Championships (1st of 6 teams) 
81 
82 
Gene LeBoeuf leaps a steeple at the little State Me 
held at Indiana Central. 
Track Team-Inside Row: Dennis Dobbs, Phil Meiss, Steve Nerney, Kyle Farmer, Gary Martin, Greg Gibson, John Hanger, Elio Oradei, Stacy Himes,~ 
Schrader, Kyle Hayes, Bill Sears, Bryan Millard, Tom Vanderlaan, Craig Dargan, Karl Klemeier, Chris Goss, Terry Martin. Outside Row: Scott Orr, 81 
Cavagnini, Carl Czarnik, Roger Hruskovich, Kurt Kelso, Tracy Houpt, Bill Bandy, Greg Hoffman, Earl Wiggins, Gerard Tarantino, Richard Leonard, M; 
Jones, Miles Fletcher, Chuck Busenburg, Chris Trapp, Ken Ward, Dave Smith, Greg Bielefeld, Mike Ritz, Dean Kunz, Roger Bartley, Kevin Graening, F 
Kirkeiner. (not pictured: Gene LeBoeuf) 
Trapp National Champion 
Rose-Hulman sophomore Chris Trapp won the 
javelin competition at the NCAA Division Ill Track 
and Field Championships May 23-26 at Carleton 
College in Northfield, Minnesota. 
Trapp, Rose-Hulman's first national track and field 
champion, won the javelin on his last attempt of 
the day with a heave of 245 feet, 5 inches. 
With his winning effort , Trapp helped 
Rose-Hulman place 16th in the Division Ill finals, its 
highest finish in history. 
Trapp also earned All-American recognition by vir-




Tennis T earn Hampered By Weather 
The 1984 Rose-Hulman Tennis 
squad was hampered by rainy 
weather most of the season but 
managed several tournaments 
and duals. The team was led by 
returners Cary Stokes, Mick 
Smythe, and Don Akers. Several 
freshmen made the team includ-
ing Chad Beesley, a high school 
tennis standout. Coach Randy 
Dickens and the entire team 
enjoyed a successful season. The 
team ended up third in the CAC 
tournament at Danville , Ken-
tucky, while Cary Stokes impres-
sively captured the number one 
singles title. 
1984 Tennis Squad-Front: Cary Stokes, 
Mick Smythe, Dave Norman, Brian 
Ramey. Middle: Mukesh Solanki, Don 
Akers, Barry Peterson, Coach Randy 
Dickens. Back: Steve Patterson, David 
Zabel, Chad Beesley. 
Golf T earn Competes 
The Rose-Hulman golf team was coached in 1984 for the 
final year by Glenn Baca, who retired following the school 
year. The team enjoyed a trip to Florida during the Spring and 
competed well during the season. The highlight of the year 
was Mark Adams' qualification for the NCAA national golf 
tournament in New York . Adams was the first ever Rose golf-
er to gain such an honor. The team as a whole managed a 
third place finish in the College Athletic Conference tourna-










Golf Team: David Bramer, Mark 
Adams, Dennis Aldredge, Anth-
ony Gilkison, Ron Neumeyer, 
Mark Bower. 
1984 Golf Record 
(1st of 6 teams) 
(2nd of 4 teams) 
(7th of 11 teams) 
(5th of 11 teams) 
(4th of 14 teams) 
(2nd of 3 teams) 
(5th of 9 teams 
(11th of 16 teams) 
(3rd of 5 teams) 
Rifle Team 
The Rose-Hulman rifle team acquired 
a new coach this year in Joe Bohannon 
from the ROTC department. The team 
competed on a quite extensive sched-
ule although they were hampered by 
not being able to use the on-campus 
range due to the Moench renovations. 
The outstanding shooter was Stan 
Smith who not only led the team in 
shooting scores but was also instru-
mental in keeping the team alive during 
a down year. 
Rifle T earn: David Rich, Richard Krahling, Cap-
tain Stan Smith, James West. Not Pictured: 
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This past year was another success for the Gamma Gamma chapter of Alpha Tau Omega. The chapter took another 
excellent pledge class of 23 freshman who showed us their leadership potential and ability to work together throughout the 
year. Everyone in the chapter enjoyed the Mardi Gras pledge dance held in March. 
ATO's social service projects also were a great success this year. This year we held our annual Christmas party for under-
privileged children, the pledges put on a basketball tournament in February for Special Olympics, A TO celebrated its 30th 
anniversary of canvassing for the Heart Fund, and we held the Area 7 Special Olympics track and field meet in May. We also 
received the Elevation of Man Award for outstanding social service project. It recognized the Area 7 track and field meet. 
This marked our 90th anniversary as a chapter, an event celebrated at the Founders' Day dinner. The event was marked 
with the creation of the ATO Hall of Fame, the first inductee being 1939 graduate Robert Kahn. 
The end of the year saw a change in leadership as our Chapter Advisor, Ron Reeves, stepped down to allow someone new 
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The past school year marked the second full year the Zeta Lambda chapter of Delta Sigma Phi was chartered on the 
Rose-Hulman campus. This year has been both very eventful and very successful. 
Delta Sig was active in its support of charitable organizations. The brothers raised more than $700 for the March of Dimes 
through the 24-hour Basketball Marathon, now in its fourth year of existence. This money will be used in the struggle against 
congenital birth defects. Also, the men of Delta Sig supported the Salvation Army by ringing bells during the Christmas season. 
Delta Sig has also been very very active on the Rose campus. This year was marked by strong intramural sport participation. 
Also, during homecoming, the brothers were extremely proud that their candidate, Miss Bobbi Jo Pfaff, was elected Home· 
coming Queen, and that their banner won the homecoming banner contest. These are just a few of the highlights of the year 
in group participation. Individually, the brothers participated in a wide variety of activities encompassing virtually every extra· 
curricular activity. 
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1983-84 was the 75th anniversary year for Lambda Chi Alpha, and it was another great year for us here at Theta Kappa 
Zeta. In October we raised over $1200 for Big Brother-Big Sister with our annual " Run for those who Can't. " In November, 
we celebrated the end of Fall with the biggest party of the quarter, the Barn Dance. In December, we had our annual 
Christmas Party for underprivileged children. This is an event which all of the brothers enjoy, because they enjoy the gifts and 
games just as much as the kids do. 
As rush ends, there are even more organized activities that help bring our chapter closer together. In March, we had our 
annual Spring formal dance " White Rose" and our " Help Weekend" when all the brothers and associate members pitch in to 
clean up the chapter house. 
As the school year drew to a close in April, we entertained professors and their children with our first annual Easter Egg 
Hunt. The end of the school year also calls for celebration. Greek Weekend and Pig Roast are two parties when all brothers 
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The 1983-84 year was another challenging and rewarding one for the Rho Phi Fiji's. Four sophomores and nineteen fresh-
man were added to our chapter, rewarding a long, hard rush effort. 
One of our biggest successes this year was the annual FIJI Invitational Track Meet. Area fourth graders were invited to 
compete in five track and field events while their parents and our brothers cheered them on. The proceeds from this fund 
raiser project went to the Special Olympics Foundation. Donations from the spectators made it possible for handicapped 
children to participate in sports events held each year for them. 
The Phi Garns showed excellent participation in intramural sports, competing in every sport offered. Our teams placed very 
well in their respective divisions. With our Major basketball team winning First Place. 
Aside from intramurals, our chapter was kept very busy in varsity sports as well as other campus activities. Our brothers are 
involved in everything from Drama to Student Government. 
Phi Gamma Delta is a social fraternity, and once again provided a fun-filled year for the brothers. Parties such as South Sea 
Island, Spring Break Relapse, and Alpine FIJI. A few live band parties gave everyone a welcome break on the weekends. 
The Rho Phi Chapter is an active, growing chapter. Our purpose is to grow both academically and socially. We are looking 






















Sigma Nu was very active throughout the year. Its year began in July with its annual summer party at the fraternity house. 
Then school started and the brothers hit the books. They won the scholarship trophy among fraternities two out of three 
quarters. In addition to the schoolwork, over half the brothers played a varsity sport, including football , baseball, track, and 
golf. 
Still, Sigma Nu found time to relax. In addition to the many parties they held at the house, they road-tripped to Purdue and 
Indiana University to visit the Sigma Nu chapters at those campuses. Finally, in the spring, the fraternity held its annual weekend 
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There is never a dull moment at the Kappa chapter of Theta Xi at Rose-Hulman. This characteristic has always described 
Theta Xi ever since it was founded back in 1907. 
Some of their activities include the participation in intramural sports, with a heavy concentration in bowling. The charitable 
organization that Theta Xi raises funds for is the Multiple Sclerosis Foundation. 
Do you want to get away from it for a while, tired of the subarctic blast in January? Then head for Theta Xi's annual Beach 
Party. The brothers turn up the heat and haul in tons of beach sand to be spread over their basement. Providing an escape 
from reality of the Indiana Winter. 
One of Theta Xi 's parties has become a household word on the minds of every Rose student in the closing weeks of the 
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Triangle is not just another social fraternity, it is a national social fraternity comprised entirely of Engineers, Scientists, and 
Architects. 
Accomplishments by Triangle annually are: the compilation and distribution of the Grey Book, which is Rose-Hulman's solu-
tion to AT&T Yellow Pages. It lets you know who's who and where who is located. They also present a faculty member of 
Rose with their " Teacher of the Year" Award. This year, the award was presented to Dr. Cary Laxer for his outstanding 
contributions to the student body. An annual Bike-a-Thon is held by the Triangle brothers to help raise money for the Ameri-
can Diabetes Society. 
The brothers are not all work and no play. Two of their big parties are the VooDoo Dance at Halloween and their Maze 
Dance in February. For the Maze Dance, the house provides boundaries for a huge cardboard maze consisting of many 












The Greek Games of 1984 provided some good 
" clean" fun for the entire Rose-Hulman campus. Even 
though the weather was typically Terre 
Haute - soggy - the 20th annual Greek Games went 
on. The first event was the Cart Race, covering most 
of the campus. The second was the Canoe Race . 
This event is always unpredictable, like getting to see 
a dramatization of the sinking of the Titanic. The Ob-
stacle Course provided a double challenge this year; 
to complete the course in the mud. The following 
event was the 15-Man Pyramid. Winning teams have 
done this in under six seconds! For the Tug-of-War, 
each side weighed in at just under 2,000 pounds of 
competing fury . In stark contrast, the final competi-
tion was the Songfest. The results of the games re-
flected the domination of Lambda Chi Alpha in every 
event, thus taking very easily the overall First Place 
Award for the 18th time. For the Songfest, Phi Gam-



















Lambda Chi Alpha48.5 pts. 
Alpha Tau Omega 
Sigma Nu 
Phi Gamma Delta 


























Left: Dr. Herman A. Moench, Senior Vice President. 
Below Left: Dr. James Eifert, Dean of Faculty. 
Below Right: President Samuel F. Hulbert. 
left: Dr. Jess Lucas, Vice President for Student Affairs and 
Dean of Students. 
Below left: Ronald Reeves, Vice President of Development 
and External Affairs. 




Registrar and Library 
Top Right: Louis Harmening, Registrar (standing); Sue May (left); Phyllis Phegley (right). 
Right: Herman Cole, Librarian. 
Below: Sondra Nelson (left) and Margaret Ying (right), library staff. 
.. ::::::::: :: : : : : . . . . . .... ······ .... . . . . . . .. ······· .. ... ....... . 
Left: Stephen Miller, Manager (left); Betty Evinger (right) 
Below Left: Jack Bagley, print shop 
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Seated: Charles G. Howard, Dean (left); Chuck Lindner, Associate Director. Standing: Tim Prickel, Associate Director (left); Brian Dyer, Assistant Director 
Admissions 
Above Left: Sue Mills 
Above Right: Paula Duggins 
Left: Mary Casey 
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Development 
Left: Ronald G. Reeves, Vice President for Develop-
ment and External Affairs. 
Below Left: James Schwartz, Director of Alumni 
Affairs. 
Below Right: Bill Sisson, Director of Placement. 
Above Right: Gene Zwemer, Deferred Giving 
Above Left: Kent Harris, Director of Publication 
Below Right: Sonnie Hill (seated), Marcia Miller (left), 
Donna Burns (center), Janet Newman (right) 
Below Left: Dave Piker, Director of College Relations 
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Above: Pete Gustafson, Associate Dean of Student Affairs 
Right: Donna Gustafson, Director of Student Union and Stu-
dent Activities (right). 
(left); Irene Mitchell, Assistant Director of Student Union. 
Below: Thomas D. Miller, Director of Residential life and 
Coordinator of Summer Programs. 
Student Affairs 
Left: Ronda Ames (seated), Kathy Gambill (standing). 
Below Left: Paul Steward, Director of Student Financial Aid 
Below Right: Dr. Jess R. Lucas, Vice President for Student Affairs and 
Dean of Students. 
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ARA 
l to R: Mark Farner, Tim Siehl, Brenda Ellio 




Standing L to R: Thomas Roper, Bernard 
Timberman, Bruce Danner, Kevin Davidson, Larry 
Alldredge. 
Seated L to R: Sue Storckman, Carolyn Kelly, Mary 
Ann Pierce. 
Right: Barbara Gavin, Staff 
Accountant (left); Annette 
Brainard, Personnel Coordinator 
(right). 
Far Left: Billie Holechko, Administrative Assistant to 
the Vice President for Administration and Finance. 
Mid Left: Phyllis Proctor, Administrative Assistant to 
the Controller. 
Mid Right: Glenn Heidenreich, Payroll Clerk 
Far Right: Francis Fletcher, Accounting Clerk 
Right: Jan K. Brown, Controller 
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L to R: Ron Sclight, Tom Swenson, Richard 
Motts, John Lewis, Vella Cutsinger, Helen 
Bayfish, Oscar Purcell, Bill Haden, Mike Falk 
Front row, L to R: Jim Beikman, Johnny Watkins, 
Dave Roy, Cecil Fennell, Tommy Thompson, 
Betty Phillips. Back row, L to R: Tom Terry, Paul 
Mitchler, Walter Target, Bob Lawson, Marvin 





Above: ROTC Secretaries: Barbara Shaw (left), Lori 
Chasteen (center), Patricia Williams (right) 
Left: Ruthanne Bastian, Dean of Faculty Office 
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Academic 
Left: Betty Moore, Humanities Department 
Below: Joann Colica, Mechanical Engineering Department 
122 
Secretaries 
Above Left: Marolyn Emmert, Chemistry De-
partment 
Above Right: Pat Krupa, Physics Department 















Scott E. Albertson 
Todd Alden 
























































Roland Foyan, Jr. 
Clark Fischbach 
C. David Fisher 
Tim Fisher 
William Flight 
Harry 8. Flotemersch 






Mark S. Fredericks 
Richard French 
Jerry Genovesi 








Guy R. Hammond 
Ho Victor Hasler 

















Kurt N. Jones 








Gregory A. Kujasa 








Brian F. Lewis 
Scott Lowe 

























Brian C. Myers 
Jamshid Nazari 
Nicholas A. Neargarder 
Frank Michael Nemeth 
Bryan Nester 
Thomas Neufelder 











Carlton C. O'Neal 
Edward Olin 




Michael K. Perdue 
Steven D. Pettit 











Roland S. Rogers 
Stephen Rugh 







Rodney G. Schrader 
Stephen Searl 
Bradley D. Secrest 
John T. Sever, Jr. 




Charles R. Snyder 
Kurt Staiger 




























Bobby R. Waters 
Greg Welte 
Dennis West 






























Jerry W. Cockrell 
Frederick H. Cook 
Loren Cook 




David A. Demeter 
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Anthony W. Dennis 
Joseph M. Didelot 
John D. Dufek 
David Duffield 
Eric Ellis 
Guy J. Etheridge 
Jonathon Evans 
Kyle D. Farmer 















Brian M. Herr 
Chris A. Huber 
Gregory llich 
Brian Ivey 
Douglas l. Jackson 
Kevin D. Jeffries 
Robert S. Jenkins 
Clark D. Jenney 
Matthew Jermusyk 




Michael A. Knecht 
Jon Knecht 










Douglas E. Mason 
Larry E. Mathias 












Robert A. Osika 
James Oswald 















Jeffrey R. Scott 

















Douglas A. Swank 
Joseph A. Talafous 
Michael Tatlock 
Mike W. Taylor 
Morgan Tharp 
Douglas Paul Thayer 
William S. Thomas 
Bruce Thompson 
James T orline 
Scott Tradup 
Thomas C. Vanderlaan 
Stephen Van Slyke 



















D. Scott Brady 
Douglas Briles 
Chad Brown 
Robb J. Bumb 
Wally Bums 
Andrew Burtner 







Mark A. Conrad 
William Cox 
Scott R. Crocker 
















Chris A. Granat 
Gregg Greathouse 
Duane Green 
Stephen P. Gress 
John Guy 
Richard D. Hackman 
Dirk A. Hall 
Scott Hanny 











Gary L. Johnson 
Nick )okay 
Karl R. Kleemeier 
Richard N. Krahling 
Michael Kvintus 
James Kweeder 
Keith A. Lamson 
Scott Lands 























Mark K. Nordmeyer 




James F. Pigford 







John G. Rhoades 
David B. Rich 
Kenneth Riggleman 
Steven Rowe 




























Robert J. Tubbs 
Glen VanAlkemade 
Michael J. Van Stone 
John Vierow 





















































































































Dennis 0. Ison 






Kevin J. Kaufman 
























John Jo Lueken 








Kentland R. Marshall 
Bret Marsolf 
Mark Martinet 








Robert A. Mongell 
W. Darin Moody 
James E. Moran 






































Eric G. Roesinger 
Philip Roettger 
Paul Romanete 
Robert Lewis Rothschild 




Robert Edward Schnecker 
Brett Schumann 
















































Mark W. Wiley 













With the turn of a page, we come 
to the end of another year in the life of 
Rose-Hulman. It has been a life of 
growth and learning for all of us. 
The Modulus staff ha5 had the help 
of many individuals and organizations 
as it has worked to chronicle the 
events of 1983-84. We say thanks to 
all those people who posed for us and 
assisted us in gathering the information 
necessary to put this book together. 
Best wishes to all members of the 
Rose-Hulman family in their future en-
deavors. 
- Modulus Staff 
